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With the huge wave of Electronic music these days, music producers and Dj’s 
that strive to find unique music and sound are becoming less and less visible due 
to commercial success. But this is not the case of Sam Fearon. 
 
Born Mibsam Aziel Fearon, he was involved in music from a very young age by 
playing different instruments and although most of his musical training has been 
classical, his passion for music and experimenting with sounds finally lead him to 
electronic music. 
He is from the 80’s generation where the digital era started to introduce new gear 
and equipment, this allowed for all kinds of new sounds and experiments for the 
new curious musician. These discoveries are still a big part of his sound today. 
A different sound, this challenge emphasizes his personality. He is passionate 
and open-minded while also being very sensitive when he sends his music out to 
the crowd. A musician that tries to complement one sound with another comes 
along to be a winning combination. 
 
Striving to be a real ambassador of transmitting a message through music, the 
one you feel, you dance, you live... his live performances are a mix of emotions 
encountered at once, while his Dj sets, a hypnotic trip with drive and progressive 
sounds, not stuck to a particular genre but a celebration of sounds that ignites 
you to dance! 
 
His musical versatility has given him access to play at Festivals in Latin America 
and Europe, collaborating and sharing stage with Dj’s like: Marc Depulse, Ninze 
& Okaxy, Stepahn Barnem, Hauk ‘n Baum, Balto - just to name a few.  
 
While living in Finland, his Dj endeavor lead him to start Lahti Underground 
Movement and landed him a Dj residency at Mayday Club. 
Sam is actually established in Germany and is current co-founder of the Stünz-
Stünz label/project in Leipzig. 
 
By following his own instinct, Sam doesn‘t have to prove anything; he lives his 
passion, shares it and makes people dance. 
 
It will be great to find out how him and his music productions progress in future 
years, definitely something to be on the look out for. As for now, the best you can 
do is to go out and discover him! 


